This paper addresses problems in conceptual graph implementation: subsumption and classi cation in a taxonomy. Conceptual graphs are typically stored using a directed acyclic graph data structure based on the partial order over conceptual graphs.
I. Introduction
A central element of many natural language processing, information retrieval, and knowledge based systems is a large collection of information. This information may be viewed as a large set of sentences. This paper concentrates on the problem of answering queries on this set of sentences. A query is a sentence. The question is whether the sentence is implied by the set of sentences. Sentences that imply the query sentence may be extracted as answers. This paper discusses methods which seek answers which are explicit sentences in the collection, rather than answers that can be deduced from more than one sentence in the collection. The method has been designed with the intention of extending to handle the latter case in the future.
For example the query \Is there a person eating pie?" on a set of sentences may extract the answers \A girl is eating pie fast" and \A girl, Sue, is eating pie in the kitchen". This example illustrates that there is typing information embedded in the sentences. When searching for sentences that imply something about people, sentences containing information about the subtype girls were considered. This paper is not concerned with the natural language front-end of this system, rather, it concentrates on work at the internal level where sentences are encoded in the conceptual graph knowledge representation 14]. The knowledge base is a set of conceptual graphs, each graph representing a sentence. Queries are conceptual graphs which are checked for subsumption against graphs in the knowledge base.
The method outlined here constructs a directed acyclic graph representing the partial order over conceptual graphs. Nodes of the hierarchy are conceptual graphs. Querying the set of graphs is achieved by selecting paths through the hierarchy. By using the ordering information in the hierarchy many of the graphs in the knowledge base are eliminated from consideration in the search. The hierarchy is a content addressable memory. The content of the query determine its position in the hierarchy. The solutions are ordered in the subhierarchies of the immediate specializations of the query.
Levinson 5] developed a method for chemical graphs on which the method in this paper is based. In more recent work 6], Levinson has adapted his method to conceptual graphs and developed hybrid indexing mechanisms.
Garner and Tsui 4] added the idea of storing graphs as the di erences between adjacent graphs in the hierarchy. This has the potential to save store.
The method described here takes the di erences idea further. In 4], a graph is reconstructed from the di erences when traversing the hierarchy. This graph is then compared to the query by using a general subsumption algorithm. Our method di ers from this in a number of ways. We use di erent di erences, rather than the incident arcs being labelled with the di erences, we only label the node representing the conceptual graph. The di erences are between a graph and all of its adjacent graphs, rather than a single adjacent graph. This method is especially suited to the topological search method proposed by Levinson 6] . Another di erence is the interpretation of the di erences. The di erences between graphs represent instructions which are specialized cases of the canonical formation rules of conceptual graph theory. An instruction performs part of the matching of the database graph with the query graph. The canonical formation rules are the basis of the partial ordering de ned over conceptual graphs. Rather than just reconstructing the graphs, the di erences are applied to the query graph using the mappings of the adjacent graphs into the query graph. In many cases if the adjacent graphs have already been compared to the query, the di erences need only be mapped into the query graph to implement the comparison.
Our method achieves compilation of conceptual graphs in three ways: removal of redundant data, use of simple instructions which ignore redundant checks when performing matching, and by sharing common processing between graphs.
Section II introduces basic conceptual graph theory. Section III outlines algorithms and data structures used to store and retrieve conceptual graphs. Section IV explains what we mean by compilation of conceptual graphs in the generalization hierarchy. Section V gives descriptions of instructions which are specialized cases of the canonical formation rules. A small example database is compiled. A query on the compiled database is then examined. Section VI details some experiments on compressing some knowledge bases, and discusses rami cations for compilation.
II. What are Conceptual Graphs
Conceptual Graphs 14] is a system of logic based on Charles Sanders Peirce's Existential Graphs 12]. Conceptual graphs have the full power of rst-order logic, can represent modal and higher-order logic, and have simple and elegant inference rules. Conceptual graphs also have a direct translation into natural language. The following is a short introduction to the basic formalism. The reader is advised to read 14] for a more thorough understanding.
A conceptual graph is a nite, connected, bipartite graph. The two kinds of nodes are concepts and conceptual relations. Every conceptual relation has one or more arcs, each of which must be linked to some concept. A single concept by itself may form a conceptual graph, but every conceptual relation must be linked to some concept.
The function type maps concepts into a set T whose elements are type labels. The function referent maps concepts into a set I = f#1; #2; #3;: ::g of individual markers or the generic marker *. An individual marker is a surrogate for some individual in the real world, a perceived world, or a hypothetical world. The label of concept c, lab(c), is the pair type(c) : referent(c), where type(c) = t and referent(c) = r. A concept may be displayed in the linear form as t : r]. For example, the concept Person: *] or more simply Person] represents an unspeci ed person, and may be read A person. A box replaces the square brackets in the graphical form.
The partial order over the type labels in T, known as the type hierarchy, forms a lattice, called the type lattice. The type hierarchy makes analytic statements about types: they must be true by intension. The statement Girl < Person is true, because the properties of a person are also associated with a girl.
The minimal common supertype of a pair of type labels s and t is written s t. The maximal common subtype is written s \ t. There are two primitive type labels: the universal type > and the absurd type ?. For any type label t, ? t >. The minimal common supertype of Cat and Dog could possibly be Carnivore depending on the hierarchy. The maximal common subtype of Pet and Cat is PetCat. The maximal common subtype of Cat and Dog is ? (absurd) , which means that it is logically impossible for an entity to be both a dog and a cat.
The denotation of type t, written t, is the set of all entities that are instances of any concept of type t. For extensions, the union Cat Dog is the set of all cats and dogs in the world and nothing else. For intensional type labels, Cat Dog is their minimal common supertype Carnivore, which also has subtypes Bear, Weasel, Skunk, etc. The type lattice represents categories of thought, and the lattice of sets and subsets represents collections of existing things. The two lattices are not isomorphic, and the denotation operator that maps one into the other is neither one-to-one nor onto.
The function type also maps conceptual relations to type labels. A relation r with type(r) = t may be written (t) in the linear form. A ellipse replaces the parenthesis in the graphical form. For two relations to have the same type they must have the same number of arcs. Concepts and conceptual relations have no type in common.
The conformity relation :: relates type labels to individual markers: if t :: i is true, then i is said to conform to type t. The conformity relation obeys the following conditions:
The referent of a concept must conform to its type label: if c is a concept, type(c) :: referent(c Fig. 1 shows two canonical graphs. Each concept and relation is identi ed with ci and rj, respectively, and each graph is also labelled for reference in the text. The graph b may be read A girl is eating fast; and the graph c, A person, Sue, is eating pie. These are not formal translations of the graphs, but informal verbalizations for discussion of the graphs here.
The graph d in Fig. 2 shows the result of restricting the concept c3 Girl] in the graph b in Fig. 1 to Girl: Sue]. The graph e is the result of restricting the type Person in the concept c7 in graph c to type Girl. Before doing the restrictions, the conformity relation must be checked to ensure that Girl :: Sue is true.
The identical concepts c3 and c7 Girl: Sue] in d and e in Fig. 2 can be fused together to form a single graph x9 in Fig. 3 . Then the identical concepts c1, c5 Eat] in x9 can be joined together to produce x10.
In Fig. 3 , the graph x10 can be simpli ed by removing one of the duplicate relations r2 and r4 (Agent) resulting in graph f in Fig. 4 . Two conceptual relations of the same type are duplicates if for each i, the ith arc of one is linked to the That is if a graph can be derived from a false graph, then it must in turn be false. The formation rules are falsity preserving.
The canon contains the information necessary for deriving a set of canonical graphs. It has four components: a type hierarchy T, broken into a concept hierarchy T c and relation hierarchy T r ; a set of individual markers I; a conformity relation :: that relates labels in T to markers in I; Fig. 4 . We call the graphs de ned so far atomic conceptual graphs (ACGs). They do not contain logical connectives and hence neither quanti cation other than the default existential quanti cation, nor have we consider de nition of concepts and relations. A subsumption test for ACGs can be implemented as subgraph morphism modulo subtyping and individuation.
The generalization hierarchy is not a partial order over conceptual graphs as stated in 14], rather it is a partial order over equivalence classes of conceptual graphs. Consider the graphs
The graph v is a proper subgraph of u. The graph u can be derived from v by joining a copy of v on the concept Eat],
Query u A graph v can be represented by the set of instances of the canonical formation rules used to construct the graph v from the graphs w 1 ; : : :; w n . To test if the graph v subsumes a graph u, these rule instances can be applied to the projections of u in w 1 ; : : :; w n . The rule instances will only succeed if v subsumes u. We use this technique to compile conceptual graphs in a data structure representing the generalization hierarchy partial ordering. Now that we have the theory of atomic conceptual graphs we will consider how to store large sets of conceptual graphs and how to retrieve conceptual graphs once stored. The common data structure used to store conceptual graphs is a hierarchy; a directed acyclic graph representing the non-transitive links of the partial ordering, generalization hierarchy, over conceptual graphs 10, 6, 2, 3] . Levinson's earlier work used a similar data structure for organizing chemical graphs 5] . The taxonomy over KL-ONE concept descriptions 13] is a hierarchy.
A. The Generalization Hierarchy as a Data Structure for Storing Conceptual Graphs
The nodes in the generalization hierarchy are conceptual graphs and the arcs represent the non-transitive ordering between the graphs. In Fig. 7 the hierarchy is given for the graphs from the previous section. The canonical basis in this example consists of the set of graphs fB 1 ; B 2 ; B 3 g. In the following sections we examine how to use the hierarchy for searching a set of conceptual graphs and how to construct the hierarchy.
B. Searching for a Conceptual Graph in the Generalization Hierarchy
The generalization hierarchy indexes the knowledge base. When we apply a conceptual graph query u to the knowledge base we search for u in the hierarchy. The hierarchy is a content addressable memory. In Fig. 8 , u is explicitly stored in the hierarchy. However, in many cases u will not be stored in the hierarchy explicitly. The search for u can proceed in two directions:
top-down, from the graph >] to u or bottom-up, from the coatoms to u. The methods we examine here search topdown.
Consider a depth-rst search of the generalization space. Any path in the generalization space can be taken as they all lead to u in the hierarchy. Consider searching for the query u In a depth-rst search we could select the rst graph in the children which is a generalization of the query u as a continuation in the path to u. The basis graph B1 is a generalization in the rst children set, so we select it. So are B2 and B3, so they could equally be chosen. There is only one child of B1, b, which is also a generalization, so we select it. We now search the children of b for a generalization. The graph d is the only child and it is a generalization of u. In fact d is isomorphic to u. The query graph is matched so the search terminates successfully. In this case there are two solutions fd, fg. The English answers to the question Consider the algorithm for insert in Fig. 11 . The rst phase of computing the immediate predecessors, IP, is done by the function immediate predecessors(u) in Fig. 13 . If u is already stored in the hierarchy, u is returned rather than u's immediate predecessors and the second phase is avoided. Otherwise the subhierarchies of the members of IP are searched using immediate successors(IP, u) in Fig. 14. Once the sets IP, and IS are found then the procedure insert(u, IP, IS) in Fig. 12 does the necessary housekeeping linking u to immediate predecessors and immediate successors. The procedure also maintains levels of graphs in the hierarchy. This information is used to traverse the hierarchy in topological order.
Levinson 6] pruned the search space using the fact that a graph is only in the generalization space (generalizations of the query u) if all of its immediate predecessors are also in the generalization space. Levinson does this by sorting the hierarchy by size of the graphs and traversing the hierarchy in this order. Size was a necessary requirement for ordering the kinds of graphs that Levinson was working with. However, for conceptual graphs size is not a necessary requirement.
Topological order is the level order of a hierarchy. This is re ected for each node by the distance the node is from the top. For example, in Fig. 9 the graph a is on level 0, graphs b and c are on level 1, graphs d and e are on level 2, and graph f is on level 3.
To see why topological order is a more e cient search method than depth-rst or breadth-rst search in terms of avoiding comparing objects in the hierarchy consider the hierarchy in Fig. 9 . Remember that all immediate predecessors of a graph must be compared before that graph. The immediate predecessors of the graph must be generalizations of the query if the graph is also a generalization. Assume the query is u in Fig. 10 In the algorithm in Fig. 13 , the level information associated with each graph in the hierarchy is used traverse the hierarchy in topological order. The queue used for this modi ed breadth-rst search is a minimum priority queue. Priority is given to elements with the smallest level number. Using an array of FIFO queues we can enqueue and dequeue from this priority queue in constant time. Enqueuing the weighted element (i; u) involves adding u to the front of the ith queue. Dequeuing involves removing the rst element on the current minimum weighted queue. Whenever the current minimum queue j becomes empty the (weight) index is incremented. Traversing the hierarchy by level order maintains the property that the j + 1th FIFO is necessarily non-empty at this point. 
E. Searching the Specialization or Solution Space
In the second phase Woods 16] searches one of the subhierarchies of the immediate predecessors from the rst phase. Only one of the hierarchies needs to be traversed, since any specialization of the query must also be a specialization of a generalization of the query. When a specialization is found it is added to the set IS and its subhierarchy is removed from consideration. However, if a graph is incomparable its subhierarchy must be traversed.
Levinson 6] devised a method of avoiding many of the comparisons that are inherent in traversing a particular subhierarchy in the second phase. Notice Wood's method does not use any of the information about the other members of IP. Levinson 6] noted that in the second phase for any database graph to be a successor of the query graph it must be in the intersection of the subhierarchies of the immediate predecessors from the rst phase. If subsumption tests are relatively expensive compared to pointer traversal involved in walking the subhierarchy, this is particularly useful. The intersection is computed by traversing each of the subhierarchies incrementing a counter for each graph. For any graph to be in the intersection it must have a count equal to the number of elements of IP. This intersection is then traversed in the breadth-rst manner used by Woods above.
In the algorithm for immediate successors in Fig. 14 we avoid this multiple traversal by computing the intersection incrementally in one constrained topological search. The algorithm uses the insight that for a graph to be in the intersection of the subhierarchies of IP the graph must have a path to each of those elements of IP. If each element of the set IP is represented with a bit, the immediate successors of elements of IP which have paths to all elements can be determined by ORing the bit strings of their immediate predecessors. By propagating this information we can restrict subsumption testing to graphs that have all bits set (in the intersection space). This algorithm also relies on the level (topological) traversal implemented by the minimum priority queue. Notice that for each insert the \seen" information must be reinitialised. This would mean the algorithm would perform linearly in the size of the database in every case. This can be avoided by using a token for each query. For a graph to be seen it must have the same token as the current query.
If we consider the query graph u in the classi cation problem as a query on the database of graphs in the hierarchy, then solutions to the query would be everything that implied the query: the specialization space. These solutions can be listed by walking the subhierarchies of elements of IS. The same support algorithms used in insert for nding the immediate predecessors and immediate successors can also be used for querying.
In the worst case these algorithms perform no better than comparison of the query to each of the graphs in the database. These methods are not suited to databases where: there is little ordering information; or for total orders, where the hierarchy is a chain. The methods are suited for wide shallow hierarchies of data. We believe that many of the domains that conceptual graphs are intended to be used in do have this property. Woods 16] argues that the typical-case complexity is logarithmic in the size of the database, and Levinson 6] gives empirical evidence to support this argument.
Levinson proved that his topological methods do less comparison of graphs than previous known methods 6]. Levinson 6 ] also describes an indexing scheme which is a hybrid of the above method. The method is particularly useful for graphs with high degree of symmetry. Also see 8] for its application to conceptual graphs. We have shown how to prune the search within the database down to the generalization and specialization space. In the following section we show how to share matching information gained from subsumption testing between related graphs.
IV. Compilation of Conceptual Graphs in the Generalization Hierarchy
How can the e ciency of querying the database be improved? In the previous sections we saw a method for minimizing the number of database graphs compared to the query graph. In the following sections we look at minimizing the cost of each of these comparisons. We examine how to represent conceptual graphs in a generalization hierarchy to improve individual subsumption tests. Woods 16] states about his algorithm \No deep insights have been exploited to gain e ciency. For example, in classi cation, no advantage is taken of what might be learned in the course of one subsumption test that might be redundant with part of another subsumption test."
Garner and Tsui 4] proposed representing graphs as differences between adjacent graphs in the generalization hierarchy. method outlined below is that the former method places the di erence between adjacent graphs on the incident arc, whereas the latter places di erences between a graph and all its immediate generalizations in the node representing the graph. The graph di erences in Garner and Tsui's method are the nodes, arcs, and restrictions in the specialization that are not in the generalization. The graph di erences are treated as data, reconstructing graphs by traversing the arcs, and hence adding the graph di erences. Reconstructed graphs are then compared with the query using a general matching algorithm. This method does not compile the graphs into matching instructions, nor does it share common computation in queries. Storing graphs as di erences ful lls our aim of removing redundant data from the database. Another aim of our method is to share common computation. This can be achieved by storing mappings between the adjacent graphs, in conjunction with the di erences. As we will see the mappings do not have to be stored explicitly, but can be composed. This allows us to ful ll another aim: to represent the di erences in such a way that they may be used as instructions for a future conceptual graph uni cation machine. A graph may be compared to a query using the mappings of generalizations into the query, and instructions which perform small parts of the general matching operation relative to these mappings. The following details this alternative to Garner and Tsui's method.
Consider the query u in Fig. 6 on the generalization hierarchy in Fig. 7 . In the discussion below the notation Fig. 7 has been found in the query u. In the search for solutions to the query u, the search method, outlined in previous sections, takes paths through If this is not the case, then the di erences must be applied to each of the possible mappings. For many of the domains in which conceptual graphs are used the graphs contain unique morphisms.
Thus di erences between graphs can be used, if mappings between adjacent graphs ( b!d in the previous example) and the current generalization b and the query u ( b!u ) are kept. It is not necessary to store the mapping between each adjacent graph explicitly. The mappings are composed when traversing the generalization hierarchy. The canonical formation rules construct the mapping when constructing the graphs. The copy rule sets up a mapping of the whole graph that was copied. The restrict rule does not a ect the mapping. The join rule computes the union of the mappings of the two graphs being joined, it then maps one of the identical concepts to the other. The simplify rule maps a duplicate relation onto another.
Conceptual graphs in a generalization hierarchy can be replaced with sets of applications of the canonical formation rules. The instances of the rules apply to the immediate generalizations of the graph being represented. Fig. 16 illustrates this method for the generalization hierarchy in Fig. 7 .
This method has the potential to reduce the cost of graph comparison by sharing computation already done through mappings between adjacent conceptual graphs, and also has the potential to save space in storing conceptual graphs.
V. Instructions
We examine how to use the canonical formation rules in di erences between adjacent graphs in the generalization hierarchy. Here we will concentrate on the rst phase of topological search: searching the generalization space. The following discussion assumes that only graphs in their canonical form are compared and stored. In the rst phase the aim is to nd subgraph morphisms of database graphs in the query. In the second phase the aim is to nd subgraph morphisms of the query in the database graphs. In the rst phase the database graphs could be thought of as reading from the query graph. In the second phase the database graphs write to the query graph constructing specialized solutions. These modes correspond to the modes of reading and writing in Prolog compiler uni cation instructions 1].
Here we give a specialized interpretation of the canonical formation rules based on the mode of operation: read or write. We only examine the read mode here. The graphs are reconstructed by the instructions, however we only show the operations that construct the mapping between the database graphs and the query q. copy(u; w) -Find some subgraph morphism w!q . Where w is an exact copy of u, which has been reconstructed. The general matcher is used to nd w!q . restrict(u; c; t; w) -if type( Simplifyingtwo duplicate relations in a database graph in read mode means that the two relations must be mapped to the same relation in the query, since the query graph cannot contain duplicates as it is a minimal graph. These instructions can be separated into more specialized cases. For example, if the input and output graph are the same, then a new mapping is not constructed, rather modi cations to particular entries in the mapping are made.
In Fig. 16 , conceptual graphs have been replaced with instructions. Compare this representation with the generalization hierarchy in Fig. 7. Fig. 6 contains the query graph u and the generalization hierarchy in Fig. 7 contains the solution f. Let us consider what happens in each stage of the topological search of the generalization hierarchy for the query u. We will examine the process in the middle of the search where subgraph morphisms of b and c in u have been found: b!u = fc1 ! d4; c2 ! d2; c3 ! d1; r1 ! q2; r2 ! q1g and c!u = fc5 ! d4; c6 ! d3; c7 ! d1; r3 ! q3; r4 ! q1g. The graph e is represented by restrict(c, c7, Girl, e). This instruction is implemented as: if type( c!u c7) Girl then e!u := c!u else fail. Since c!u c7 = d1 and type(d1) = Girl, e is a generalization of u, and e!u := c!u . Now we examine the adjacent graphs of d and e. The only one in this case is f. The graph f is represented by three instructions. The rst instruction, fuse(d, e, c3, c7, x9), means if d!u c3 = e!u c7 then x9!u := d!u ( e!u ?(c7 ! d1)) else fail. Since d!u c3 = d1 = e!u c7, we calculate c9!u = fc1 ! d4; c2 ! d2; c3 ! d1; c5 ! d4; c6 ! d3; r1 ! q2; r2 ! q1; r3 ! q3; r4 ! q1g.
The second instruction is join(x9, c1, c5, x10). Since x9!u c1 = d4 = x9!u c5 we get x10!u = x9!u ( x9!u ? (c5 ! d4)).
The third instruction in f is simplify(x10, r2, r4, f). Since x10!u r2 = x10!u r4 = q1 we have f!u := x10!u ? (r4 ! q1) = fc1 ! d4; c2 ! d2; c3 ! d1; c6 ! d3; r1 ! q2; r2 ! q1; r3 ! q3g. Thus f is a generalization of u. In fact f = u. Compare this result with the graphs u and f in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. Fig. 17 shows an alternative compilation based on canonical derivations applied to a single parent and joining simple basis relations. This approach follows a new formalization of conceptual graph theory by Mugnier and Chein 11] . This approach has some similarities with Garner and Tsui's method of representation as di erences 4].
VI. Experiments
The compilation methods above are still in the design phase. To examine the usefulness of such methods in conceptual graph databases we wrote some programs which Fig. 16 which we will call All Parents method. The main problem with All Parents method is that a join of all parents may need to be stored. In the tests below we did not store such joins.
The les that were tested in Fig. 20 were from the Morph adaptive chess playing system 9]. The le B is a seed database of 3104 patterns of the form shown in the schemas in Parent" shows the size of each le when compressed using the Largest Parent method of representing conceptual graphs. The column \All Parents" shows the size of each le when compressed using the All Parents method of representing conceptual graphs. The column \All Parents without Parents" stores the same di erences as the All Parents method, but leaves out the list of parents which the di erences refer to. The column \Lempel Ziv Compressed All Parents" shows the size of the le generated by the All Parents method after compression using a UNIX compression utility.
The main columns to compare are \Largest Parent" and \All Parents". The \All Parents" method results in smaller les, even though more parents are referred to. The cost of referring to the parents is the di erence between \All Parents" and \All Parents without Parents" columns. For example, for database A listing parents cost 30534 bytes. In all cases, the \All Parents" method resulted in smaller les than the les using the \Largest Parent" method. The All Parents method resulted in a compression ratio of between 2.56:1 and 3.84:1 in the four knowledge bases we tested. Potentially a similar reduction could also be achieved in information retrieval times.
VII. Summary
Compilation of conceptual graphs can be achieved by storing them as derivations from immediate generalizations in a directed acyclic graph representing the generalization hierarchy partial order over conceptual graphs. A graph can be inserted into the generalization hierarchy by computing its immediate neighbourhood in the hierarchy, then attaching the newly inserted graph to graphs in the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood is computed by a two phase topological search.
The canonical formation rules distinguish conceptual graphs from other semantic network formalisms. They enforce semantic constraints on the canonical graphs. Algorithms to process them must be developed.
Conceptual graphs are compiled into instructions which are special cases of the formation rules. The instructions operate on immediategeneralizations, and construct a mapping between the immediate generalizations and the graph, and hence the query graph during search. Common computation involved in matching database graphs to the query graph is shared through these mappings. Further, there is a potential for store to be saved by storing these differences. Compression of knowledge using di erences has been illustrated on some sample databases.
Compilation is e ected in three ways: removal of redundant data, use of simple instructions which ignore redundant checks when performing matching, and by sharing common processing between graphs.
In future work, we will examine methods for handling complex conceptual graphs for use in such domains as chemistry. Levinson 7] has recently developed a new tuple and skeleton-based compression technique called UDS. UDS is based on a new compact representation of conceptual graphs which make storage and retrieval more e cient. UDS can be extended so that processing in a hierarchical search can shared. Early work suggests that storing possible mappings in matrix form between parents and children in the database and combining mappings between parents and a query and children using matrix multiplication to get rst approximations in more speci c matches to queries may more adequately propagate binding information gathered in search within a conceptual graph database.
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